
 

Adobe's Creative Suite, as a collection of design tools and applications, is an excellent solution for any designer looking for a comprehensive set of tools. It is one of the most diverse design suites on the market, with software geared towards Web Designers, Graphic Designers..etc. However Adobe's popular suite can be a bit intimidating to use- especially if you're just starting out in the industry. With
the introduction of Creative Suite 5 and Creative Suite 6 Adobe added a bunch of new features and functionality to make the suite more accessible and less intimidating to work with. However this was not nearly enough for some users. These designers sought for a complete replacement to their current suite- something that would be more user friendly than Adobe's CS5 or CS6 suites. After many
requests by these design enthusiasts, Adobe released an idea that they had been working on for quite some time: Zend Guard 7 is a stand alone web security application created by Adobe in partnership with W3C, the Web Standards community. Zend Guard 7 is powered by W3C's Web Application Firewall (WAF) service. This state of the art firewall is capable of detecting and preventing attacks that
target web applications, regardless of which platform it is hosted on. W3C's WAF service can be used to protect web application regardless if your website is brand new or if it has been around for years. Zend Guard 7 is designed to be used by designers regardless if they are experienced or new to the industry. This security suite offers a one stop shop for all security related matters- regardless of what
software you use. It features an array of tools to help secure your web application regardless of how large it may be. 

On April 1, 2013 Adobe issued a press release stating Adobe has acquired Zend and will integrate its technology into Zend Guard 7. Adobe hopes to make Zend Guard 7 the industry standard for web security and developers will continue to use it as a secure platform for developing web based applications.

Apr 1, 2013, "Press Release" https://web.archive.org/web/20140304221215/http://blogs.adobe.com/corporate_blog/2013/04/creative_cloud_updates_spring_2013_preview. html "Adobe acquisition of Zend to create new web security system" http://www.itworld.com/article/2434346/security-multimedia-it-news.html?page=0,0 Adobe's Press release:
https://www.adobe.com/about/pressreleases/2013/adobe-acquisition-of-zend-to-create-new-websecurity-system.html  

"Zend Guard 7 Web Security Suite Launches", http://www.adobe.com/products/zg7  
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